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Flesh And Blood
Poison

ALBUM:   FLESH & BLOOD
WRITERS: BRETT MICHAELS, BOBBY DALL, RIKKI ROCKET, and of course C.C.
DeVILLE
TAB:     PATRICK HALL  
E-MAIL   *

This is a song I have wanted to learn for a long time.  My friend JC
inspired me to figure this out, and I think it is close to correct.  I
don t have the chords for any of the song, but I do have the lyrics and the
opening and chorus riff.  I am eager to post it  cause I m sure many people
thanks

NOTE:  It appears, from the album FLESH & BLOOD, C.C. s guitar is tuned
down half a step.  Play this riff very distorted and notice the palm muting
(p.m.).  Have fun!

FLESH & BLOOD
=============

RIFF 1
    
P.*
E--------------------------------------------------------------------
B--------------------------------------------------------------------
G----2---2---2---4---4---4---4---4-----------------------------------
D----2---2---2---2---2---2---2---2---2---2---2-----------------------
A------------------------------------0---0---0---2---2---2---2---2---
E------------------------------------------------0---0---0---0---0---

     ---------------------
E-----------------------------------------------
B-----------------------------------------------
G----4---4---4---2---2---2----------------------
D----2---2---2---2---2---2------0---2---0-------
A----------------------------0--------------2---
E-----------------------------------------------INTRO:   RIFF 1 x4 times  (2,3,&
4 time with drums)

VERSE 1:

            Like animals tonight we make it
        
        You give me an inch I m gonna take it

        I ll steal your love like a theif

        To be as one is my believe



        Don t look back have no regrets

        Like beasts of prey we must feed on it

        I ll be your one your one and only

        To feel me burn come close and hold me

 Chorus: w/ RIFF 1 x2

        Flesh and Blood  Sacrifice

        Melts the heart like fire and ice

        Flesh and blood like fire to ice

        Are you willing to sacrifice

Verse 2:

        There s no more time to think about

        The flame will die if you doubt

        It s a game of love and hate

        To lose it all is a chance we take

        Come with me and take my hand

        IT S IN THE BIBLE THAT WE MUST STAND

        I ll take you down under my gun

        Our flesh and blood will be as one

CHORUS

BRIDGE: 

        Our blood runs deeper than a river

        The less you need the more I m gonna give you

        And give ya and give ya but good

AWESOME C.C. SOLO:

CHORUS x 3


